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Project scope is to utilize Six Sigma DMAIC approach and lean principles to improve
production quality of the case company. Six Sigma tools and techniques are explored
through a literature review and later used in the quality control phase. The focus is set on
the Pareto analysis to demonstrate the most evident development areas in the production.
Materials that are not delivered to the customer or materials that damaged during
transportation comprise the biggest share of all feedbacks. The goal is set to reduce these
feedbacks by 50 %. Production observation pointed out that not only material shortages but
also over-production is a daily situation. As a result, an initial picking list where the
purchased and own production components can be seen, is created, reduction of over- and
underproduction and material marking improvement are seen the most competitive options
so that the goal can be reached. The picking list development should still continue to make
sure that the list can be used not only in the case study but also in the industrial scale. The
reduction of material missing category can be evaluated reliably not sooner than in few
years because it takes time to gather the needed statistical information.
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Työssä hyödynnetään Six Sigma DMAIC prosessia sekä lean periaatteita tavoitteena
parantaa kohdeyrityksen tuotannon laatua. Kirjallisuuskatsauksessa syvennytään Six
Sigman eri työkaluihin ja tekniikoihin, joita myöhemmin käytetään laatuanalyysissä.
Kohdeyrityksen tilastoja hyödynnetään ja Pareto analyysillä selvitetään suurimmat
kehitykohteet tuotannossa. Analyysin pohjalta havaittiin, että materiaalipuutteet sekä
vauriot kuljetuksen aikana muodostavat suurimman kehityskohteen ja tavoitteeksi
asetettiin niiden vähentäminen 50 %:lla. Tuotannon seurannan aikana selvisi, että niin alikuin ylituotantokin ovat päivittäisiä ongelmia. Tutkimuksen tuloksena alustava keräilylista
luodaan, josta havaitaan sekä osto-, että omatuotanto-osat. Lisäksi ali- ja ylituotannon
vähentäminen sekä materiaalimerkintöjen kehittäminen todetaan kilapilukykyisiksi
toimenpiteiksi. Kehityksen tulee kuitenkin jatkua, jotta keräilylista saadaan käyttöön
teollisessa mittakaavassa. Materiaalipuutteiden ja vaurioiden vähentyminen voidaan
varmistaa vasta joidenkin vuosien päästä tilastodatan kerryttyä.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Enhancing competitiveness has forced companies to work smarter and thus developing
tools such as Lean and Six Sigma have been created. Technology level has grown greatly
over decades and therefore, lots of data have been available to recognize the potential
development areas. However, sometimes the data has been analyzed inaccurately which
has led to incorrect results. Moreover, some organizations do not collect the data although
it is available. Modern improving tools like Six Sigma, is based on data collection and thus
eliminates problem solving methods that are based on intuition.

Six Sigma has generated lots of interest after its initiation at Motorola in the 1980s and
since many companies, such us General Electric and Toyota have utilized it in the quality
management. One of its main purposes is to improve organization’s processes, services and
products by reducing defects. Six Sigma focuses on enhancing productivity, financial
performance and customer requirements understanding. (Kwak & Anbari, 2006, p. 708;
Zu, Fredendall & Douglas, 2008, p. 630.)

1.1

Target Company and Background of Research

The case study company is elevator-, escalator- and automatic door-provider KONE.
Desire to improve quality, production and cost-effectiveness has driven KONE to look for
ways to improve engineering and manufacturing phases concerning special elevator cars.
Therefore, KONE has decided to implement a development project in collaboration with
MP (Major Projects) and NCD (New Car and Door Factory – Finland) in Hyvinkää. In this
manner, different departments have possibility to participate in and hence receive the
biggest possible benefit. The improvement process will be implemented utilizing lean
thinking and Six Sigma approach.

1.2

Research Problem

Six Sigma has achieved success in high volume applications, where process and product
characteristics are easier to identify, when comparing to complex products such as special
elevator cars. In addition, special elevator cars are manufactured according to customer
specification. Therefore, the product variability grows in comparison with standard
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products. Due to these customer specifications, the case company has to use one-time
suppliers. For this reason, the delivery time from subcontractors can be even six months,
which brings challenges to lead times and production management. When defects occur in
production, the long delivery times from subcontractors cause that the on-time delivery of
end product may be compromised.

Six Sigma has its limitations such as every developing tool. The more products are
manufactured, the more information is also available. However, lack of data may affect,
that root causes of wastes and defects cannot be properly identified. This may cause, that
development process is not as effective as it would be in the mass production environment.
Nevertheless, when root cause analysis is done properly, Six Sigma approach will produce
the wanted results in low volume environment as well. Production volume for special
elevator cars is around a thousand annually and the most of them are one of a kind. This
low volume product-level causes that used Six Sigma tools and techniques need to be
suitable for this kind of production environment.

1.3

Research Questions

The research questions of the present study are as follow:
1. What are the key factors that influence a successful Six Sigma implementation and
why?
2. What is the relevant content of Six Sigma stages during the implementation
process?
3. What are the magnitudes of the key parameters that describe the improvement of
quality?

1.4

Objectives and Limitations

The objective of this development project is to improve production quality, lower the time
pressure during mock-up production and reduce the need of overtime and rework. One
challenge has been that the single parts of the elevator car meet the requirements but the
whole car does not. In addition, how to transform the benefits of mock-up inspection to
serial car production is investigated. This study concentrates on special elevator cars.
Therefore, standard cars, shaft mechanics, signalization and installation have been left out
of the study.
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1.5

Research Methods

This study consists of two sections, literature review and empirical research. In the section
of literature review, Six Sigma approach is introduced because it will be used later for the
production development process. In the section of empirical research, which is based on
special elevator cars, the data collection and Six Sigma implementation are executed and
described. Finally, the study combines the results, literature review and empirical research
because they complement each other in the study.

1.6

Significance of Topic

Scopus is used for analyzing topicality of Six Sigma approach for improving production
quality from scientific point of view. Literature search using terms “Six Sigma” OR “lean”
AND “production quality” results in around 2,000 documents. Figure 1 shows the
published documents by year, which proves, that interest in Six Sigma and lean thinking in
quality purposes has grown continuously since the time before millennium. The most of
the documents have been published in the United States, United Kingdom, and Germany in
decreasing order. (Scopus, 2015.) Six Sigma tools are used and lean thinking utilized
during the case company’s development project.

Figure 1. Number of documents by year published in the Scopus database using search
terms “Six Sigma” OR “Lean” AND “production quality” (Scopus, 2015).
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2

UNDERSTANDING SIX SIGMA

Six Sigma approach is utilized more and more in the quality purposes as described in the
aforementioned figure. The case company has also gathered experience from the previous
Six Sigma projects and hence this approach is preferred. Six Sigma utilizes statistical
approach so potential development areas have to be measurable. This is the situation in the
elevator car production as the case company has created several metrics to evaluate
production quality. Consequently, Six Sigma will be a proper approach for this
development project. The idea is not to use Six Sigma tools precisely step by step but to
exploit its techniques and some main tools to achieve the desired goals. Therefore, it is
relevant to describe the idea of Six Sigma approach in this chapter.
According to Allen (2006, p. 8), one definition for Six Sigma is as follow: “Six Sigma is a
systematic problem-solving methodology for system improvement or product and service
development. It relies on statistical and scientific methods to ensure reductions in defined
defect rates and/or improvements in key output variables.” However, lots of different
definitions have been used but there is not just one correct definition which is universally
accepted. (Allen, 2006, p. 8; Arcidiacono, Calabrese & Yang, 2012, p. 1.)
Sigma (σ) is a Greek letter and a symbol of standard deviation. When standard deviation is
low, element or process is close to expected central tendency (high sigma level). Likewise,
when standard deviation is high, the elements are wide spread out from expected central
tendency (low sigma level). 6σ level means that the process average is six standard
deviations away from desired specifications limits. Higher sigma level means that there is
not as much variation in a process as in low sigma level process. Hence, the curve is also
narrower for high sigma level process. Sigma levels two, three and six and their equivalent
curves are illustrated in figure 2. (van Aartsengel & Kurtoglu, 2013, p. 7.)
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Figure 2. Processes in several sigma levels (Six Sigma Institute, 2015).

The curves that show the current sigma level (figure 2) will not be drawn in this study
because proper data for that is not available. More about sigma level and curves that can be
utilized in the future will be discussed in the fifth chapter.

In the early days Six Sigma was used as a measure of quality but since, it has developed
and nowadays it has many scopes depending on a purpose. It can be utilized in
manufacturing operations like in the beginning of its initiation or in other areas like health
care and finance. Six Sigma methodology aims to reduce defects and bring financial
growth utilizing customer-focused approach. (Pham, 2006, p. 957.)

In the late 1980s, Motorola introduced the Six Sigma methodology aiming of increasing
profitability by reducing defects. Six Sigma is held as a methodology which measures the
process performance. Eliminating waste, defects and variability in processes, products and
services are the key usages of Six Sigma. (Pham, 2006, p. 958.)

2.1

Sigma Level

Statistical point of view determines Six Sigma to have less than 3.4 defects per million
opportunities (DPMO), the success rate equating 99.9997 %. The mentioned success rate
corresponds to the sigma level six which is the highest. When sigma level is three in
quality control, the success rate is 93 % or 66,807 defects per million opportunities. (Kwak
et al., 2006, pp. 708–709.)
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Cost of poor qualities (COPQ) consists of costs that are caused as a result of producing
defective material. In this cost, all the costs that need to be added to fulfill the gap between
the desired and actual quality, is included. Therefore, COPQ consists of all the labor costs,
material costs, rework costs and disposition costs. However, detection and prevention costs
are not included. Hence, the COPQ is the sum of all costs that would disappear if quality
problems did not occur. (Dahlgaard & Dahlgaard-Park, 2006, p. 267.)

Six Sigma is very strict quality control methodology and thus many organizations are
carrying out at sigma level three. The complete success rates, defects per million
opportunities and COPQ at different sigma levels can be found from table 1. Although
there is not big difference in yield rates, the COPQ varies tens of per cents, which can be
seen in the last column. (Kwak et al., 2006, pp. 708–709.)

Table 1. Performance at different sigma levels (modified: StrongStar Consulting, 2011a, p.
8).
Sigma
Level

Defects per Million
Opportunities
(DPMO)

Yield

Cost of Poor Quality (COPQ)
(% Revenue)

1.0σ

500,000

50 %

> 40 %

2.0σ

308,537

69.2 %

30–40 %

3.0σ

66,807

93.32%

20–30 %

4.0σ

6,210

99.38 %

15–20 %

5.0σ

233

99.9767 %

10–15 %

6.0σ

3.4

99.9997%

< 10 %

2.2

Wastes

Lean provides a focused approach for continuous improvement and offers variety tools and
methods to bring these improvements. Eliminating waste and unnecessary actions and
linking all the value creating steps are key principles of lean thinking. Techniques such as
Kaizen, Six Sigma, value stream mapping and 5S are employed to remove waste and bring
improvements in specific areas. Seven types of waste are identified (Hicks, 2007, pp. 236–
237):
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Over production – This happens when operations keep going although they should
have ceased. Excess of products, products being made too early and increased
inventory are the consequences of over production.



Waiting – Inactivity periods in a process.



Transport – Unnecessary movement and motion of materials. For instance, work in
progress (WIP) is transported between operations. Generally, transport should be
minimized because it does not add value but may cause handling damages.



Over processing – All the extra operations such as rework, reprocessing, handling
and storage which is due to defects, overproduction or excess inventory.



Inventory – Inventory that is not required to fulfill the current customer orders.
Raw materials, work in progress and finished goods are included. Inventory
requires additional handling and space.



Motion – Extra steps taken by employees and equipment. Examples of motion are
inefficient layout, defects, reprocessing, overproduction or excess inventory.
Motion takes time but does not add value to the product or service.



Defects – Finished goods or services that do not fulfill the customer expectations.
Defects cause also customer dissatisfaction.

In addition to the above list, an eighth category is also identified which is underutilization
of people and in particular their ideas and creativeness. (Hicks, 2007, p. 237.) Over
production, waiting and over processing play a key role in this study. More about these
wastes are discussed in the fourth chapter in the improve phase.

2.3

Low Volume High Mix Environment

The most apparent definition for low volume high mix is the low production volume and
the product complexity. However, different sectors have fundamental differences in their
products. The volume of airplane production is lower and they are more complex than
earth-moving equipment but it does not mean that earth-moving equipment cannot be low
volume high mix products. The connecting factor of these kinds of companies is that they
use many suppliers who are specialist at what they do but the core component
manufacturing is mainly retained because it is seen as an advantage. Therefore, product
complexity, industry structure and supply chain relationships make lean manufacturing
strategies more complicated. Special elevator cars are customized engineer-to-order
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products and it has to be taken into account during the Six Sigma project. (Jina,
Bhattacharya & Walton, 1997, p. 7.)

There is an increasing demand for customized make-to-order and engineer-to-order
products in generally, but also in the case company. Make-to-order means that the
production is started after the customer has ordered the product. Respectively, engineer-toorder means that the engineering phase is started after the order. Both make-to-order and
engineer-to-order make firms possible to provide high variety of products in small
quantities and to offer tailored solutions to its customers. (Slomp, Bokhorst & Germs,
2009, p. 586.) Process development is however different for companies who manufacture
these kinds of products comparing to make-to-stock products. The usage of the Six Sigma
tools varies depending on the environment due to quantity of manufactured products and
therefore these tools need to be considered case by case.

Variation reduction throughout the whole supply chain is a key factor if an organization
wants to receive the full potential of the Six Sigma implementation. Therefore, the project
should be extended into the suppliers also. Biggest enemy of quality is variation which is
defined and evaluated by customers. Therefore organizations attempt to decrease variation
and ensure that they are capable of delivering consistently, reliably and predictably high
quality products. Variation exists in all processes and in every aspect of work. However,
unintended variation lowers the process performance and reduces customer satisfaction.
(Julien & Holmshaw, 2012, p. 32; Kamrani & Nasr, 2008, p. 43.) In this development
project, suppliers cannot be included because the supplier of special elevator car part is
mostly so called one-time supplier. This means that the supplier is used only once and only
in one precise elevator project. However, the suppliers that deliver the whole subassembly, like a roof or floor of the special elevator car, can be included because the
suppliers are constant.

In low volume and high mix environment the Six Sigma deployment becomes challenging.
Requirements for these kinds of products are often scattered and since the traditional Six
Sigma tools and techniques are not effective. Three methods are however pointed of
improving quality in low volume manufacturing: the use of statistical metrics, teamwork
and communication. Some difficulties are associated when applying lean principles in low
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volume high mix environment: problem called turbulence and the management of the
manufacturing system. (Jina et al., 1997, p. 7; Julien & Holmshaw, 2012, p. 32.)

Variability and uncertainty of inputs cause unpredictable and sub-optimal behavior for
manufacturing system which is called turbulence. Four listed factors that cause turbulence
and their descriptions are presented in table 2. In the case of special elevator cars, orders
come at once which causes volume turbulence. In one period, many elevator cars are in
production and in one period the work load could be bigger. Elevator orders are also
related to the construction site: if the construction site faces delays, schedule changes occur
also in the elevator car production because the elevator cars cannot be delivered to the
construction site if it is not ready for the elevator installation. Work load varies not only
due to demand spikes but also between different elevator cars and hence the material flow
planning between products becomes challenging. (Jina et al., 1997, p. 7.)

Table 2. Turbulence causal factors (modified: Jina et al., 1997, p. 7).
Turbulence causal
factor

Description

Schedule

Changes in schedule for a given period as time gets closer to the
delivery due date

Product mix

In multiproduct facilities the product mix varies between one
period and the next

Volume

Volume changes between periods

Design

The degree and frequency of product change particularly within
the time-frame of customer lead time expectations

2.3.1 Lean Manufacturing in Low Volume High Mix Environment
Lean principles can be adapted to the low volume and high mix environment although
some difficulties may appear as discussed above. Attention need to be set to the differences
of low volume and high volume circumstances. In low volume and high mix environment,
three principles are connected when implementing lean manufacturing: products are
designed geared to logistics and manufacture, manufacturing is organized along lean
principles and suppliers are integrated into supply chain. (Jina et al., 1997, p. 8.)
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Products should be designed to utilize the common raw materials which reduce the
complexity of material supply. This way, the number of existing parts stays at the
sufficient level and the leverage with suppliers increases. Suppliers have then possibility to
higher volumes for fewer part numbers. Modular design should also be preferred because it
lowers the product variety and therefore contributes low volume and high mix
manufacturing. Successful lean organizations utilize multifunctional teams in the product
design. If the volume of the product does not support dedicating team resources, so called
product change coordinators can be used for implementing the changes in practice. (Jina et
al., 1997, pp. 8–9.)

Eliminating turbulence is one of the most obvious characteristics of lean manufacturing in
low volume high mix environment. If turbulence is not reduced, it has a damaging effect
on the production performance. Manufacturer has two options, how to organize the
manufacturing planning. Master production schedule (MPS) can be based on the first
come, first served basis or integration of customer enquiry stage and the order release
stage. In the first alternative, when the orders enter the sequencing horizon, they are
sequenced to balance the work in the assembly line. Hereafter, the sequenced orders are
divided into sub-assemblies, which are assembled in the same sequence. However, at the
sub-assembly level, the work content may vary leading volume and mix turbulence. When
assemblies and sub-assemblies are tightly coupled, schedule turbulence may be caused if
unforeseen circumstances such as production or quality problems and component nonsupply occur. This approach may not provide feedback from the production planning
process into the customer enquiry process. (Jina et al., 1997, p. 9.)

Integration of customer enquiry stage and the order release stage can be done in two steps.
The MPS is prepared to match the latest free demand forecast against production capacity.
When the customer order is received, before a due date can be promised, the order is set to
the closest unoccupied slot in the MPS. If this slot is compatible for both, manufacturer
and customer, the order is accepted and delivery due date calculated and promised. If the
compatibility is not reached, the new due date is suggested to the customer by
manufacturer. This approach makes possible to integrate the customer enquiry stage with
the production planning process by providing variable customer delivery lead time and
minimizing turbulence in the manufacturing system. (Jina et al., 1997, p. 9.)
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Low volume high mix manufacturers are at the disadvantage position in the eyes of
suppliers. Low volumes make it difficult to build profitable partnerships with suppliers in
terms of delivery quantity, frequency and price. As mentioned earlier, the common raw
material designs and modularity boost the volumes and leverage the supplier relationship.
Consistent make-or-buy politics makes manufacturer possibility to get the most out of its
facilities and its suppliers. (Jina et al., 1997, p. 11.)

In the case of low volume high mix, such as the production of special elevator cars, Six
Sigma tools and lean principles help finding improvements that can be deployed. Tackling
the turbulence and eliminating certain wastes will bring benefits such as customers’
satisfaction and productivity in the different production phases. Additionally, Six Sigma
tools make sure that the further developments can be measured. Tools and techniques that
are utilized in this Six Sigma project are presented in the next chapter.
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3

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES OF SIX SIGMA

The core of Six Sigma is to understand the customers’ needs and to use the facts instead of
intuition by relying on data and statistical analysis. Six Sigma consists of five phases:
Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control (DMAIC). DMAIC eliminates the
unproductive processes and focuses on continuous improvement. This DMAIC approach is
presented in table 3. These phases will be followed during the special elevator car‘s
production development process and thus introduced in this section. Each of these phases
has defined steps when any variation or defect is searched in a process. The tools are
introduced in this chapter and the deployment illustrated in the next one. (StrongStar
Consulting, 2011a, p. 9; Kwak et al., 2006, p. 709; Pham, 2006, p. 960.)

Table 3. Key phases of DMAIC (modified: Kwak et al., 2006, p. 709).
Six Sigma
phases

Key processes

Define

Define the requirements and expectations of the customer
Define the project boundaries
Define the process by mapping the business flow

Measure

Measure the process to satisfy customer’s needs
Develop a data collection plan
Collect and compare data to determine issues and shortfalls

Analyze

Analyze the causes of defects and sources of variation
Determine the variations in the process
Prioritize opportunities for future improvement

Improve

Improve the process to eliminate variations
Develop creative alternatives and implement enhanced plan

Control

Control process variations to meet customer requirements
Develop a strategy to monitor and control the improved process
Implement the improvements of systems and structure

Six Sigma has evolved over the years. One example of this is so called Design for Six
Sigma (DFSS) which is used mainly for the new product and process design in order to
better meet customer expectations. Instead of DMAIC, DFSS approach is Define, Measure,
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Analyze, Design and Verify (DMADV). The goal of Design for Six Sigma is to reach the
lowest defect rates, highest Six Sigma level and maximize the positive impact by gaining
the deep insight into customer needs already during the new product or service
development phase. Starting point of this methodology is to design the new products or
services with a Six Sigma criteria, performance and capability. However, this study
follows the DMAIC principle as already existing processes are improved and thus Design
for Six Sigma is introduced only superficially. (Kwak et al., 2006, pp. 709–710.)

3.1

Define Phase

The aim of the define phase is to recognize a process to improve. At this phase determining
the work that is intended to do and estimating the impact to the business is done. Problem
statement, objectives of the project as well as team structure and the project timeline are
established. In addition, the expected benefits are estimated in this phase. At the end of the
define phase, description of waste creating defect should be identified. Key tool of define
phase is process mapping which consists of suppliers, inputs, process, outputs and
customer (SIPOC). There are also several other tools that are utilized to help executing this
phase. Some of these tools are presented in table 4. (StrongStar Consulting, 2011b, p. 2;
Pham, 2006, p. 961.)

Table 4. Tools used during the define phase (modified: Kumar et al., 2006, p. 357; Six
Sigma Material, 2015a).
Tool

Purpose

Quality Function Deployment

To identify what is important to customer

CTQ (Critical to Quality) tree

To identify CTQ parameters

SIPOC

To identify the scope of the project

The main tasks to execute in the define phase are (Arcidiacono et al., 2012, p. 12;
StrongStar Consulting, 2011b, p. 3; Pham, 2006, p. 961; Kumar et al., 2006, pp. 356–357):


Identify the customer



Identify what is important to the customer (Voice of Customers)



Identify CTQ parameters



Select the project area
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Define the goal, scope and resources



Form a project team



Define the team members’ responsibilities



Estimate the potential profit and cost (ensuring the value of the project).

3.1.1 Voice of Customers (VOC)
Purpose of collecting the VOC requirements is to build understanding of existing process
to improved conditions and the causes of underperformance. First step is to identify the
VOC data and set goals. The data will provide the needed answers to continue the project
successfully. The VOC data should describe the issue or problem that the process is facing
and to provide clues about causes of underperformance. (van Aartsengel & Kurtoglu, 2013,
pp. 76–77.)

There are two kinds of VOC data: qualitative and quantitative. Qualitative data describes
the customer requirements in terms of words and narratives statements. Quantitative data is
described in terms of measurable quantity where numerical values are used for defining the
range of desired outcome. Qualitative information can be transformed into quantitative by
summarizing the data by means of counts. (van Aartsengel & Kurtoglu, 2013, p. 77.)

When customer key needs have been identified, the project team sets target specifications.
These initial specifications represent the hope of the project team. However, the
specifications get more accurate during the planning as more information about the project
comes available. Lower specification limit (LSL) and upper specification limit (USL) are
the limits that the process to be improved has to meet in order to maintain the customer and
shareholder’s satisfaction. Precisely, the process values have to be between these limits.
LSL represents the targets that meet the requirements even though higher values are better.
Respectively, USL illustrates maximum value that meets the requirements. LSL and USL
are shown in figure 3 by dashed lines. (van Aartsengel & Kurtoglu, 2013, pp. 131–133.)
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Figure 3. LSL and USL of the process (van Aartsengel & Kurtoglu, 2013, p. 133).

3.1.2 SIPOC method
SIPOC (Supplier, Input, Process, Output, Customer) is a flowcharting method that helps
identifying processes that have the greatest impact on customer satisfaction. SIPOC helps
also the project team aligning the scope and goals. The process components of SIPOC are
presented in table 5. These need to be identified because they have an important role in the
whole process. (Pyzdek, 2003, pp. 67–68.)

Table 5. Process components of SIPOC (modified: StrongStar Consulting, 2011c, p. 12).
Supplier

Whoever provides the input to your process

Input

The material or data that a process does something to or with

Process

The activities you must perform to satisfy your customer’s requirements

Output

The material or data that results from the operation of the process

Customer

Whoever receives the output of your process

3.2

Measure Phase

The metrics of the process performance need to be established in this phase. However,
understanding of a current process performance has to be clear in order to determine where
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the process should be in the future. The metrics have to reflect the customer requirements
and CTQ parameters. After this step the relevant data collection may begin. The type of
data and the corresponding metrics have been determined in order to progress towards the
goal. The main scope is to collect the data which is related to the problem and to measure
reliably the process performance using appropriate metrics. Regularly used metrics are
DPMO, yield, cycle or/and lead time and COPQ. Few used tools in this phase are
introduced in table 6. (Kumar et al., 2006, p. 357.)

Table 6. Used tools in the measure phase (Six Sigma Material, 2015b).
Tool

Purpose

Process Maps

To identify the current process

Pareto Analysis

To prioritize direction and focus

XY Matrix

Helps prioritizing

Failure Modes Effects and Analysis
(FMEA)

To identify potential problems and their impact
on the customers

During the measure phase, the following activities should be executed (Kumar et al., 2006,
p. 357; Pham, 2006, p. 961):


Identify the appropriate and reliable metrics in order to measure the current
processes



Collect the relevant data



Analyze the data and evaluate the process performance and other CTQ parameters.

3.2.1 Pareto Analysis
Pareto analysis is a systematic quality control approach for problem identification. It
assists to determine what inputs have the greatest impact in a process. Pareto analysis
utilizes the 80–20 rule which states that 80 % of the effects originate from 20 % of the
causes. The data classifications are ranked in the descending order from highest frequency
of occurrences to the lowest frequency of occurrences. (Karuppusami & Gandhinathan,
2006, p. 376.) In this study the Pareto analysis will be used for finding the main
development areas in the production of the case company.
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3.3

Analyze Phase

During the analyze phase, the development areas that are found in the measure phase, are
identified and the solutions are created in order to achieve the goals which were set in the
problem statement of the define phase. In this study, the development areas are analyzed in
this phase so that the possible improvement ideas can be implemented in case studies in the
improve phase. When a product does not meet the customers’ requirements, the process
needs to be inspected and the processes that are responsible for the failures, identified.
Hence, the data that was collected in the previous stage is now utilized to find the process
weaknesses. Hereafter the weaknesses are removed by generating solutions. Therefore, the
input factors and processes that drive the output are the main focuses in this phase. Utilized
tools and purposes in this phase are presented in table 7. (Kumar et al., 2006, p. 358; Pham,
2006, p. 961.)

Table 7. Tools used in analyze phase (modified: Kumar et al., 2006, p. 358).
Tool

Purpose

Root cause analysis

To identify the main cause of the problem

Design of Experiments

To study influence of several factors

Cause and Effect Diagram

To identify the relationship between an effect and its
causes

Tasks that are executed are as follow (Kumar et al., 2006, p. 358; Pham, 2006, p. 961):


Recognize the problems in the input and the processes



Analyze the impact of input and process related problems on the customer
requirement and CTQ parameters



Prioritize the problems



Recognize the root causes



Find solutions to remove input and process related problems.

3.3.1 Root Cause Analysis
Commonly used tool for analyzing root causes in lean manufacturing is 5Whys. Root cause
can be found by asking the question ‘Why?’ for five times, hence the 5Whys analysis.
However, the ‘Why?’ question can be asked less or more than five times if common sense
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says that no more questions are not needed to ask to solve the problem. 5Whys can be used
successfully without statistical analysis which is also useful for finding the root causes of
defects and wastes from the production phase of the case company. Some authors criticize
the analyses that not utilize statistical tools while some authors emphasize that useful
results can still be obtained without the use of statistical analysis. (Benjamin,
Marathamuthu & Muthaiyah, 2009, pp. 528–529, 533.)

5Whys analysis became famous after implementing it at Toyota by Taiichi Ohno, the
father of Toyota Production System (TPS). (Benjamin et al., 2009, pp. 528) The illustration
of the analysis in the special elevator car production is as follow:

Question 1: Why did the factory receive material missing feedback?
Answer:

Material was not packed.

Question 2: Why was the material not packed?
Answer:

Assembler did not pack the material even though the collecting operator
brought it to the assembly area.

Question 3: Why did the assembler not pack the material?
Answer:

Assembler did not know that the material belonged to that elevator car.

Question 4: Why did the assembler not know that the material belonged in to that
elevator car?
Answer:

Packing or check list is not used or available.

The solution for the above example would be to create the packing or check list for
assemblers so that they can confirm that the materials were actually packed. However,
sometimes the manufacturing related problems are complicated so easy and clear answers
cannot be submitted. If the 5Whys analysis is performed correctly, real root causes are
normally deep and corrective actions are long lasting. (Benjamin et al., 2009, p. 529.)

Sometimes straightforward question-answer 5Whys analysis does not give full potential
because there can be several answers for each question. Normally more than one path or
answer should be pursued to find the actual root cause. (Benjamin et al., 2009, p. 535.)
Figure 4 presents the root cause analysis conducted for material missing feedbacks in the
special elevator car production where several possible answers were found.
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Figure 4. 5Whys analysis for material missing feedback category. This tree format gives
broader aspect for analyzing the elevator car production so it is used instead of
straightforward question-answer format. Tree format brings out other possible
development ideas that can be refined if they are out of scope regarding the current
development project.

3.3.2 Cause and Effect Diagram
Cause and effect diagram is used for identifying the relationship between an effect and its
causes. This cause and effect diagram is also known as a fishbone or an Ishikawa diagram
coming from its developer Kaoru Ishikawa. Fishbone diagram displays graphically the
causes of given quality problem. (Pyzdek, 2003, p. 261.)

The head of the fishbone is problem to improve. Six bones are then added and each bone
has a standard category. These categories are: People, Measurement, Method, Material,
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Equipment and Environment. The frame of the fishbone is presented in figure 5. Own
categories are also developed for the bones but the above mentioned are commonly used in
manufacturing environment. (StrongStar Consulting, 2011d, p. 43.)

Figure 5. Fishbone diagram and its categories (StrongStar Consulting, 2011d, p. 43).

Table 8 shows the purpose of each bone and the questions that can be asked. When the
category of the bone remains the same regardless the project, the same happens to
presented questions. Therefore, fishbone diagram is simple tool and it can also be easily
utilized without statistical analysis.

Table 8. Purpose of each bone and questions that can be presented (StrongStar
Consulting, 2011d, pp. 44–46).
Bone

Purpose

Example questions

People

Root causes related to the people,
staffing and organizations

Are the people trained?
Do they have the right skills?
Is there person to person variation?
Are people over-worked?
Is there a metric issue?
Is there a valid measurement system?
Is the data good enough?
Is data readily available?
How is this performed?
Are procedures correct?
What might unusual?
Are bills of material current?
Are parts or suppliers obsolete?
Are there defects in the materials?
Have machines been serviced recently?
What is the uptime?
Have tools been properly maintained?
Is there variation?
Is the workplace safe and comfortable?
Are regulations impacting the business?
Does the company culture aid the process?

Measurement Root cause related to the
measurement and measuring of a
process activity
Method

Material

Equipment

Environment

Root causes related to how the work
is done, the way the process is
conducted
Root causes related to parts,
suppliers, forms or information
needed to execute the process
Root causes related to tools used in
the process

Root causes related to work
environment, market conditions and
regulatory issues
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3.4

Improve Phase

Ideas from previous phase are implemented in improve phase aiming to eliminate the gap
between the current stage and desired stage. This improvement process is strengthened
with the help of statistical tools. Generally, improve phase tries to remove the root causes
in the process that creates defects. Project planning, management tools, prototype and pilot
studies are used in this phase. Activities that are carried out during the improve stage are
(Kumar et al., 2006, p. 359):

3.5



Create ideas to solve the problem



Sieve the ideas and select the best possible action



Test solutions using prototype or on a pilot study



Implement solution.

Control Phase

The improvements are internalized through various controls. The made process changes
are documented and made available for everyone who is involved within the organization.
The used controls can be organizational, such as incentives and policies or operational, like
operating instructions and procedures. The scope of control phase is to make sure that the
improvement does not fade away over the time. The implementation plan is validated,
inputs are controlled, outputs are monitored and the change is sustained. Improvements are
retained during this phase by designing controls that ensure the defect from reoccurring.
Generally used tools are statistical process control, process capability analysis and cost
estimation models. (Kumar et al., 2006, p. 359; Pham, 2006, p. 962.)

On the basis of this section, DMAIC approach works well for special elevator car
production analysis as already defined processes are modified. Additionally, there are
statistical tools as well as non-statistical tools that will be utilized in the next section.
Statistical tools are used when the case company’s database gives proper data for the
desired problem and non-statistical tools are utilized as a soft approach when relevant data
is not available. Few case studies are done to test the development ideas in practice and to
sieve the best ones.
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4

QUALITY CONTROL EXECUTION

This chapter describes how the improvement process is implemented in practice. Theory of
the implemented actions has been presented in the previous chapters. This chapter focuses
on the production phase of the case company and gives also a short definition for special
elevator cars. DMAIC is followed during the development process as mentioned earlier.

4.1

Delivery Classes

Generally, there are two kinds of elevator cars that are manufactured at NCD, standard
elevator cars and special cars. Both of these car types are manufactured when the order has
been received and their production is divided into own sections. Round 75 % of the
produced elevator cars are standard elevators and 25 % special cars.

MCDs1-3, TSYS and TSYS A are elevator cars that need only a little customer specific
engineering and those are assembled at the standard assembly line. Special cars are
customized and need more customer specific engineering. Therefore, these special cars are
assembled at the special car department. This study concentrates only on special cars.

Elevator deliveries are divided into three classes: 3, 4 and 5. These delivery classes and
descriptions are presented in table 9. This research focuses on the delivery classes 4 and 5,
which correspond with special cars. Elevator deliveries are divided into ten modules that
are machine, guide rails, shaft equipment, ropes and compensations chains, slings and
safeties, counterweight, car, electrification, signalization and doors. The module that has
the longest delivery time determines the delivery class. It is possible that the elevator car is
delivery class 3 but another module, such as electrification, is the delivery class 5. In this
situation the whole delivery class is 5. However, the data collection in this research
concerns only elevator cars. Therefore, the elevator car’s class is always either 4 or 5.
From now on, when special elevator car is mentioned, the meaning is that the car’s
delivery class is either four or five. Lead times are hence related to the delivery class: the
bigger delivery class number, the longer lead time. In the class 4, SPEB is passenger
elevator, TSYS C goods elevator and MGN1 personnel/goods elevator for marine
solutions. Class 5 elevators are the most challenging ones to provide and they are usually
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based on the architect’s drawings. SCENIC elevators have glass panels, SPEC and SPEC2
are passenger elevators and MGN2 passenger elevator for marine solutions.

Table 9. Elevator delivery classes (modified: Project Supply Handbook, 2012, p. 11).
No

03

04

05

Delivery Classes
Elevators which are completely according to
planning guide and have no order specific
engineering. Elevators use standard components
and materials are delivered by S-Plan.
Elevators that can have some order specific
engineering, standard or modified components
and optional materials. Technical specification
includes only lightly customized requirements.
Customized elevators outside agreed product
range that can have heavily customized order
specific engineering or special / optional
materials. S-plan must be planned and agreed
case by case.

Product Hierarchy

Standard Cars
MCD1-3, TSYS, TSYS A

Light Special Cars
SPEB, TSYS C, MGN1

Heavy Special Cars
SCENIC, SPEC, SPEC2,
MGN2

Product hierarchies in the table 9 are meant to describe what kind of elevator is the case,
which helps identifying the lead times. This should not be mixed with elevator car type
which can be only MCD (Modular Car Design), VMCD (Visual Modular Car Design) or
scenic based, no matter if the elevator is special or not. Basically this MCD, VMCD or
scenic tells how the panels are structured in the elevator car. MCD is an old modular
design and VMCD is the new one and it will replace the old design in the future. At the
moment both designs are provided. Scenic based means that the aforementioned modular
design is not used due to glass panels.

4.2

S-Plan

The base of all KONE elevator deliveries is so called S-Plan, which is illustrated in figure
6. S-Plan describes different phases of the delivery process. This study concentrates on
production and sourcing phases, which correspond with the milestones between 3 and 3a.
However, there are two other Six Sigma projects ongoing beside this project, one regarding
MCDs and one regarding the engineering phase.
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Figure 6. KONE S-Plan phases. The project focuses on the time between 3 and 3a (Project
Supply Handbook, 2012, p. 17).

4.3

Mock-up Process

Supply Manager releases an NRP (No Return Point) at the milestone 3. This means that
changes to the order cannot be done anymore. This is when the production and sourcing
begin for the mock-up car. Mock-up inspection is organized by illustrating to customer
how the elevator car looks like in real life. The purpose of the inspection is to confirm that
KONE and the customer have understood each other in the clarification and engineering
phases. Quality of the car is evaluated by customer and the required corrections noted so
that the desired quality level can be easily stated afterwards. Normally, only one elevator
car is manufactured and assembled for the inspection.

For special car projects the mock-up inspection is often the most significant customer visit
at SL (Supply Line). It must be organized professionally because it ensures an excellent
customer experience and also affects the sales in the future. Need for mock-up has to be
clarified in the early phase of the design because around six months extra time is needed.
An internal inspection is organized about two weeks before the client inspection to have
enough time for quality corrections. This internal inspection is also a dress rehearsal for the
customer inspection. However, mock-up inspection is not organized for every special car
project. KONE offers this possibility to illustrate the elevator car but the customer can
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decide whether to use it or not. The mock-up car will be delivered at some point of the
project so the production of mock-up will not be pointless.

The mock-up process for marine cars (MGN1 and MGN2) is different than for other cars
because of the tight schedule of ship yards. They expect to receive the elevator exactly on
time and no delays are acceptable. Normally all the elevator cars of the delivery have
already been manufactured and assembled at the factory before the customer inspection.
Therefore, only slight corrections are possible if customer demands.

Customer may want changes to the car after the inspection. These changes are done in
collaboration with KONE when all the effects are understood by customer. Re-engineering
is often needed and all the information about the changes must be updated into systems so
that the same mistakes are not repeated for serial cars. When the changes are done and the
mock-up accepted, the serial car production may begin. Finally, the mock-up car is used as
a sample for serial cars. Mock-up process is shown in figure 7.

Figure 7. Mock-up process (Special Car Handbook, 2014, p. 31).
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4.4

Transportation

Special cars can be delivered to the site (Special Car Handbook, 2014, p. 27):


In pieces, with the decoration fixed in the raw car



In pieces with the raw car and the decoration separately (installation quality risk)



The car and the sling pre-assembled



The car and the sling in separate deliveries.

Transportation position and the installation method are considered when choosing the way
of delivery. How to get the car into the building, how to get the car into the shaft and does
the transportation frame take the load during the lifting procedure are the key questions to
consider. Over dimensional cargo may be needed when transporting sensitive cars.
However, this has an impact on the pricing and the costs of the delivery. All the above
mentioned questions are deliberated already in the tendering phase, notified as well as
understood in the design and manufacturing phases.

The way of special car delivery depends on the project and a common norm whether the
car is delivered in pieces or not, is not available. However, marine (MGN1 and MGN2)
and scenic cars are normally transported as a whole where the car and the sling are preassembled. For marine cars it is because of the tight schedule as mentioned earlier. For
scenic cars it is mainly due to sensitive materials such as glass that can easily damage
during transportation or installation. The rest of the elevator cars are transported mostly in
pieces but there are also pre-assembled deliveries.

4.4.1 Packages
Three kinds of packages are used: so called open packages (figure 8), solid packages
(figure 9) and transportation frame packages (figure 10). Size of the package depends on
the elevator car size but the package types remain the same. Open and solid packages are
used mainly for elevator cars that are transported in pieces. However, marine cars are
packed into open (figure 11) and solid packages even though they are transported as a
whole. Transportation frame packages are used for scenic cars due to the protection
requirements of the glass walls.
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Figure 8. Open packages.

Figure 9. Solid package.
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Figure 10. Transportation frame package.

Figure 11. Open package for marine cars.
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4.5

Define Phase

The project is launched by organizing a start-up meeting where Factory Manager from
NCD, Director from MP Engineering & Supply, Head of Quality and Processes from MP
and Program Manager from MP take part. Purpose of that start-up meeting is to define the
project boundaries and guidelines.

Production quality variation, mock-up inspection procedure improvement and costeffectiveness are set the most relevant development areas. The key parameters to measure
the progress are the number of feedbacks and especially the costs, which were affected due
to these feedbacks. Feedback comes from the customer who notices that some part or
material is missing, damaged, defective or wrong. However, in this case the customer is
not normally the end customer but the organization which receives the manufactured parts,
i.e. installation team.

Initial data collection is executed in this phase. The case company has a comprehensive
database, so called Qlikview, where to find the relevant data concerning feedbacks from
the past. Main idea of this data collection is to determine the current quality level in order
to set more specific goals in measure and analyze phases. Pareto analysis is used for
limiting the potential development areas and for illustrating where the focus should set in
the project.

Feedbacks are collected during one year period, from October 2014 to September 2015 to
highlight the current situation and to set more accurate goals. Figure 12 presents the
received feedbacks during that time frame. When 25 % of all elevator deliveries are special
cars, 31 % of the feedbacks represent them. Although the most delivered elevators are nonspecial cars, the special elevator cars’ higher monetary value drives to focus on them. In
addition, the quality of special cars is not as high as the case company expects. Therefore,
the company finds that higher benefit is obtained by focusing on the special cars.
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Feedbacks between 10/2014 – 09/2015
Special Car
Feedbacks
31 %

Non-Special Car
Feedbacks
69 %

Figure 12. Received feedbacks during 10/2014 – 09/2015.

4.5.1 Pareto Analysis
Special elevator cars are divided into own categories to illustrate the most feedbacks
received cars. Figure 13 shows that SPEC2 car had received more than a double more
feedbacks than the second highest SPEB. The number of feedbacks for marine solutions is
low, only four pieces in total. There are two main reasons for that. Firstly, the volume is
lower than the other special car types. Secondly, which has bigger impact, the requirements
are stricter from customer side than any other car. Marine cars have almost each
component already fixed in the car which lowers the possibility to receive the feedback.
MP is also very exact regarding these cars and they are inspected after the mock-up
inspection once again just before the delivery to confirm that everything is like should.
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Feedbacks Total

Feedbacks Total

SPEC2

SPEB

SPEC

TSYSC

SCENIC

MGN1

MGN2

Figure 13. Feedbacks for different special cars. From the heights of the columns can be
seen, how the feedbacks were spread to different special car types. SCENIC, SPEC,
SPEC2 and MGN2 are category 5 elevators and the most demanding to provide. *Due to
reasons of confidentiality the numbers are not shown in figure. Relative shares can be
estimated using grid lines.

This research focuses on the Supply Line (SL) production feedbacks. This means that the
responsible unit of feedback is NCD. Figure 14 shows that SL-Production has the highest
number of feedbacks, which proves that it has also the greatest potential for development.
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Total Feedbacks for Special Cars

Feedbacks Total

Figure 14. Feedbacks divided into different units. *Due to reasons of confidentiality the
numbers are not shown in figure. Relative shares can be estimated using grid lines.

SL-Production feedbacks are presented in figure 15. Material missing represents the
highest part equating 47 % of all production feedbacks. This means that the customer, in
this situation the FL-Installation (Front Line), has not received the material. Material
damaged means that the material damaged during the transportation from factory to
construction site and normally it happens due to poor packing. Material missing and
damaged cumulative percentage during the given time frame was 69 % and therefore the
development process is focused on those ones. Reducing missing and damaged categories
has an effect on the material wrong category and since it was decided to keep in
background. Material defective is left out of the study after the Pareto analysis utilization
while its share is only 13 % of all the feedbacks.
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SL-Production Feedbacks for Special Cars
100%
87%

100%

100
80%

69%
80
60

60%

47%

Total Feedbacks
40%

40

Cumulative

20%

20
0

0%
Material
Missing

Material
Damaged

Material Wrong

Material
Defective

Figure 15. SL-Production feedbacks divided into material missing, damaged, wrong and
defective. By following the 80–20 rule, material missing and damaged are decided to set
the focus. *Due to reasons of confidentiality the numbers are not shown in figure. Relative
shares can be estimated using grid lines.

4.5.2 Business Case
At the baseline the whole SL-Production had received feedbacks that should be reduced to
one sixth when comparing to the baseline. The costs of these feedbacks consist of external
material costs, engineering costs, labor production costs and transportation costs as well as
costs for used working hours to handle these feedbacks. Furthermore, project delays bring
additional costs and reputation harm which are difficult to measure accurately.

4.5.3 Problem Statement
Material missing and damaged feedbacks are selected primary metric for project and their
amount equates 69 %. Goal is to reduce these feedbacks by 50 %. The exact business case,
problem statement and project boundaries are presented in appendix I.

4.6

Measure Phase

Data collection is continued in this phase. Idea is to determine what special cars received
the most of the feedbacks and to dig deeper material missing and damaged feedback
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categories. Pareto analysis is used for finding the actual project scope as in the define
phase.

SL-Production feedbacks are divided into components. Figure 16 shows the components
which received the material missing or damaged feedbacks during the given time frame.
Highest numbers of feedbacks are for other equipment which consists of small parts such
as stickers, ladders, sensors or car to car emergency doors.

Figure 16 does not tell the whole truth because the consequences are different for different
components. It is essential for some parts to be correct at once and in the right place at the
right time. An example of this is panels because the installation work cannot be done if the
panels are missing, damaged or wrong. However, the installation can go forward although
some parts are incorrect. Handrails and mirrors are an example of this because they can be
added to the elevator car just before handover to the end customer and the reprocessing (remanufacturing and transport) can be done during the installation work. In this kind of
situation the end customer does not even know that there were challenges during the
installation. However, costs will increase for the case company because of reprocessing.
Instead of handrails and mirrors, the incorrect panels may cause handover delays and
increase the costs in that way also.

Figure 17 shows the received feedbacks for different components measured by costs in the
material missing and material damaged categories. External material costs, engineering
costs, labor production costs and transportation costs are included. However, there are
fixing costs, which have not been added, such as used working hours to handle the
feedbacks because there is not relevant data available for that. Panels caused feedbacks the
second most frequently but their monetary value is three times more than the second
biggest value. One reason for this is that the size of the panels is large and the material and
labor production costs are higher comparing to the others. It is also important to notice that
additional costs will be summed when panel feedbacks are received. Normally the
installation work is interrupted and the costs will recur. Due to these fixing costs, the given
total costs are not accurate but they give perspective.
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Furnishings

Car Sling-Other…

Balustrade

Floor Finishing

Fan

Entrance Return

CWT Screen

Toe Guard
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Fixing

Ceiling

Skirting

Opening Front Wall
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Other Equipment

SL-Production Feedbacks for Material
Other Equipment
Missing and Damaged
Panels
Handrail
Mirror
Opening Front Wall
Skirting
Ceiling
Fixing
Lighting
Toe Guard
CWT Screen
Entrance Return
Fan
Floor Finishing
Balustrade
Car Sling-Other Equipment
Furnishings

Figure 16. Total feedbacks for different components regardless of special elevator type.
*Due to reasons of confidentiality the numbers are not shown in figure. Relative shares can
be estimated using grid lines.

Car Sling-Other…

Balustrade

Fan

CWT Screen

Entrance Return

Skirting

Lighting

Furnishings

Handrail

Fixing

Ceiling

Floor Finishing

Toe Guard

Mirror

Other Equipment

Opening Front Wall
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Total Costs

Panels
Opening Front Wall
Other Equipment
Mirror
Toe Guard
Floor Finishing
Ceiling
Fixing
Handrail
Furnishings
Lighting
Skirting
Entrance Return
CWT Screen
Fan
Balustrade
Car Sling-Other Equipment

Figure 17. Figure 16 transformed into total costs including external material costs,
engineering costs, labor production costs and transportation costs. *Due to reasons of
confidentiality the numbers are not shown in figure. Relative shares can be estimated using
grid lines.
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4.7

Analyze Phase

After the measure phase the current performance level is known. One of the main purposes
of the analyze phase is to clarify the root causes, which prevent the case company to reach
the desired quality level. To remove the gap between current and desired performance, the
5Whys analysis is used, the personnel is interviewed, the production is observed and the
Ishikawa diagram is utilized.

4.7.1 Supply Manager Interviews
Voice of customer is one aspect of Six Sigma and in this project, the Supply Managers are
in that position regarding the mock-up process. Therefore, they are interviewed so that the
voice of customer is taken in account during the development project.
Main purposes of the interviews are to find out the personnel’s observations of current
development areas and to inquire what could be done differently regarding the mock-up
process. Ten Supply Managers are interviewed and the results then aggregated to
emphasize the most important issues that come out. Asked questions are presented in
appendix II.

Common opinion is that the mock-up inspection is handled well and the customers have
mostly been satisfied. However, few development areas are found for the future projects.
Firstly, 90 % of the Supply Managers pointed that the internal mock-up inspection is
organized too close to customer mock-up inspection. At the moment the average is round
3–5 days earlier while the wish is 2–4 weeks depending on the project and the delivery
times of the materials. Inspection form should also be filled by Quality Engineer regarding
the internal inspection and handled to the customer in the customer inspection. This way
the case company can proof that it spontaneously corrects the quality errors.

Secondly, 70 % expressed that the production is not aware of the prevalent situation well
enough. Common dissatisfaction is associated with the material quality. It is incorporated
that the production has not received information if the material has arrived to the factory or
if the material fills the quality requirements. Material shortages or possible defects have
been detected at the assembly phase which does not give enough time to respond to the
supplier.
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Thirdly, the ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system does not support special car
production as well as it supports the MCD production. Deficiency of the ERP causes that
communication between NCD and MP has not been consistent and explicit. 80% of the
Supply Managers highlighted this one.

Fourthly, 50 % of the interviewed indicates that the sample process is too slow. Samples
are provided to the customer during the engineering phase to illustrate the possible
materials to use in the final elevator car. However, this can take from weeks to few months
(depending on the material) and the project does not move forward before these samples
are accepted by customer. Therefore, Supply Managers have difficulties to justify
customers the long lead times. Customer may also consider acquiring the samples from
somewhere else in order to receive them faster.

4.7.2 Production Observation
In the analyze phase, production observation is executed to get a broader aspect regarding
the working habits. Although the production observation is not officially part of the
analyze phase, it is used for helping and supporting the decision making process. Due to
large number of material missing and damaged feedbacks, the focus is set on the packaging
and assembly phases. The scope is to familiarize with the process and ways to work so that
the development ideas can be created. Because different special cars are delivered to the
site in different position and method as earlier described, the observation is executed for
several special cars. Standard assembly line is also monitored to get a wider aspect. The
packing procedure is documented by photographing the different phases.

Materials are brought to the assembly/dispatch department where the packages are packed.
There is not a standard procedure how to pack the materials because every project is
different and therefore different requirements for packages are in common. Assemblers
decide how the packages are packed so MP, designers or any other organization does not
give recommendations regarding the packages itself. Installation team hopes that the
packages are packed in the installation order. Floor should be therefore packed on top.
However, floor is so heavy that it easily damages the other parts and is hence packed
underneath. There is a one standard procedure regarding the packages which is
photographing. When one layer of a package is packed, the packer takes a photo so that
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later can be proofed that material is actually packed and it is not damaged at the beginning.
This phase is repeated layer by layer so that the whole package can be proofed afterwards.
However, one reason for material missing category feedbacks is found during the
packaging observation. When special cars are packed, any kind of package list is not used
or available. Therefore, the packers do not have possibility to know exactly what materials
need to be packed. In addition, these packed materials are not registered for any system.
Comparing to standard assembly line where bar codes are used to confirm every material,
this special car packaging procedure is different. Hence, the assembler does not receive
any notification if the material is forgotten to pack. Packages are done according to
manufacturing drawings which are located in so called elevator folder. One elevator has
own folder where all the drawings are located. Assembly phase is executed according to
these drawings and the assembly and packing phase is done by the same employee. This
way, the employee knows what materials have to be packed.

There are standard components for every single elevator, no matter whether the elevator is
special or not. These standard components are made-to-stock and collected by assembler.
One remark is found when observing the standard component packing procedure: these
components are packed into cardboard box without taking a picture. Mostly these standard
components are small-sized and therefore can easily be forgotten. Hence, it is one possible
source of material missing category.

By interviewing the assemblers and production supervisors and by observing packaging
phase, it is noticed that the assembly departments are tortuous structured. Materials can be
easily controlled when the project consists of only few elevators. However, there are
projects where tens of elevators are provided which bring challenges to the assembly
phase. It is possible that lead time of the assembly phase is weeks. The more elevator parts
are brought to the assembly department, the more confused the assemblers are regarding
the materials. It is not clear that the specific material belonged to specific elevator. This
causes waiting and sorting which is noted to be one source of overtime and rework.

As mentioned above, the assemblers decide the packing style. Consequently, in big
projects where a few different assemblers are involved, it is possible that all the elevator
cars are packed differently. In addition, one assembler may pack the elevator in one way
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but the next day the same assembler packs the elevator totally in another way. It does not
give professional impact when the packages are always structured dissimilarly.
Furthermore, assemblers use lots of working hours just for planning how the packages
should be executed. Two or three assemblers pack one elevator car at a time which means
that not efficiently used working hours recur when comparing to just one assembler.

By analyzing the material missing feedbacks one by one, it is noticed that 25 % of the
material missing feedbacks are due to small-sized components such as bolts, screws, nuts,
stickers and fixings. It may sound that the potential monetary benefit by reducing the
material missing category will then be limited. When there is need for feedback, the FL
Quality Engineer fills the feedback form. Then all these feedbacks are analyzed in India by
the global feedback team which specifies the responsible department for the precise
feedback. If the responsible unit is SL-Production, the NCD feedback team receives the
notification and begins to solve the issue. This is the standard feedback process and
therefore even the minor material requests begin the chain where many employees need to
work to solve the feedback. By noticing this, it is clear that reducing all kinds of material
missing feedbacks will be valuable. In addition to this, missing small parts such as bolts
may have big consequences in the installation phase because the job cannot be finalized.
The installation work is interrupted and working hours need to be used to acquire the
missing parts locally.

The share of material damaged is 22 % as pointed out in the define phase. Table 10 shows
the materials that damaged during the given time frame the most often. Elevator car parts
are mainly metal sheets and since the damages are normally scratches or deflections. Sheet
component examples from the table 10 are panels, opening front walls, lintels, ceilings,
entrance returns and skirting. These consist 60 % of all damages. Mirrors have 20 % share
which is due to fragile material. There is one thing to remember when analyzing these
feedbacks. One panel feedback may mean that one panel or all the panels of the package
are damaged. However, the exact information can be found from the company ERP system
but the sorting has to be done manually. Hence, the below numbers do not match the
damaged materials but the damaged component categories per package. The actual
numbers of damaged materials are much higher than the numbers in the table 10.
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Table 10.Material damaged category divided into components.
KONE SO Code
Panels
Mirror
Opening Front Wall
Other Equipment
Lintel
Lighting
Ceiling
Entrance Return
Floor Finishing
Total

Material Damaged Percentage
32 %
20 %
12 %
8%
8%
8%
4%
4%
4%
100 %

Some often repeated damages are shown in figures 18–20. Sheets are always covered but
handling failures and material movement in a package during transportation may cause that
materials cannot be used in the final elevator car. Normally the damages cannot be repaired
so new parts need to be manufactured or purchased. Furthermore, if the materials need to
be manufactured, the production at the factory is interrupted because these feedback
materials have to be re-delivered. Schedule challenges for other elevator deliveries will
occur because the components cannot be manufactured as planned in the first phase.

Figure 18. Scratch in a metal sheet regardless the protection. Due to the damage, the sheet
cannot be used in final product.
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Figure 19. Deflection due to material movement during the transportation. Material cannot
be used in final elevator car.

Figure 20. The corner of the mirror damaged. Any scratch or fracture is not allowed.
Fragile decorations need often extra protection in order to avoid such damages. Corner
protector would have prevented this to happen.

The case company does not have database that lists the damages regarding the package
types. Therefore, analysis for different packages cannot be done. However, it would be
valuable for continuous improvement so that the package types can be evaluated.
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4.7.3 Brainstorming
Brainstorming sessions are divided into two groups, so called system approach group and
working habits group. Totally eight employees from the quality and development areas
take part in the system approach group sessions where the objective is to discover, what is
needed from the ERP system to upgrade the packing procedure to the next level. Questions
to consider are:


How to confirm that all the materials are packed?



How to prove that all the materials are packed?

It is evident that implementing corrective actions may need time, especially if system
changes are needed. Therefore, one goal is to list the possible options from the best choice
to downward regarding the corrective actions. This way, it is possible to evaluate, which
actions should be implemented during this development project and which actions need so
much time that they should be considered in the future. In addition, the recommended
solutions may cause adverse effects which need to be taken into account. These adverse
effects are also discussed in this chapter.

Production supervisor, internal logistics and several assemblers take part in the working
habits group sessions aiming to develop the standardization, ways to work and packing list
information. Ishikawa diagram is filled in pairs in the beginning in order to avoid the
participants to agree each other. Hence, three different versions of cause and effect
diagram are filled. Measurement and environment are left out of the diagram in order to
keep the diagram more simply to understand. Figure 21 shows the used cause and effect
diagram during the brainstorming sessions.
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Figure 21. Used cause and effect diagram in brainstorming sessions.

Next, the final version of cause and effect diagram is done by selecting the most significant
causes from pre-filled versions that pose the material missing feedbacks. This final version
of the Ishikawa diagram is shown in appendix III.

Two observations are detected. Firstly, the collection operators’ responsibility is not clear.
Some components are picked by collection operator and some components by assembler.
Collection operator brings the main components but some minor parts such as bolts and
stickers are brought by assembler. However, this is justified, in order to make sure that
collecting operators’ task would not be too complicated. Elevators consist of many small
parts but any checklist is not used for these small parts by assembler. This is found to be
one shortage. Nonetheless, 25 % of material missing category feedbacks are due to small
parts.

Secondly, collecting operators do not check if all the needed materials are manufactured or
purchased. Their job is just to transport the manufactured and purchased parts to the
assembling area. Instead of preparing the packing list just for assemblers, it is decided to
prepare for both, collecting operators and assemblers. This made it possible to increase the
collecting operators and assemblers’ responsibility. At the same time tracking would get
better and possible material shortages would come into sight earlier than in the assembling
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phase. Both assemblers and collecting operators would then have a list that supports their
work and any time can be checked if material shortages occur.

As mentioned earlier, VMCDs will replace the MCDs. Thus, the focus is set on the first
mentioned VMCD. The content of the production folders is different for different types of
elevator cars. A prepared packing list where the needed materials and their amounts are
attached is actually included into VMCD production folder. However, this prepared
packing list is not complete. In addition, the prepared packing list consists of too exact data
while some minor components are also included. If the list is used as such, the collecting
phase would be too complicated and take too much time.
Increasing the collecting operators’ responsibility would not work just by adding a list
where they can check the materials. All the manufactured sheet components are added into
the cage which is presented in figure 22. Collecting operators know the main sheet parts
but there are parts included that they cannot recognize. However, they need to be sure
about each material so that they can use the list efficiently.

Figure 22. An example of the cage where sheet components are added.
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4.8

Improve Phase

The scope is set to improve the packing and collecting procedure and material markings.
Hence, the mock-up process and material wrong category are decided to leave out of
objective in order to prevent the project to spread too wide. After deciding this, the
objective is to standardize the collecting phase so that the process can be later evaluated.
When the process is standardized, the changes can be done easier and the company is also
able to receive more accurate results comparing to non-standardized collecting process. If
the standardized process does not meet the set requirements, the process can be partially
changed afterwards in order to get better results. Based on the brainstorming sessions
during the analyze phase, the improved actions are decided to implement.

Two case studies are done to detect how the prepared picking lists work in practice. Goal is
to find the pros and cons of using the lists. After the case study 1, the action will be
analyzed so that the corrective actions can be implemented before the case study 2.

4.8.1 Case Study 1
Two types of picking lists are prepared for supporting collecting operators’ job. The first
list consists of all elevator parts in one list. Small parts such as bolts are crossed out of the
list because they do not belong to collecting operators’ responsibility. Part of this list is
presented in figure 23.
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Figure 23. List version 1. Green color begins a category (in this case D Glass Wall) and
red color means that it is not collecting operators’ responsibility to collect the part. When
the part is collected, the operator marks a cross to the correct row. Afterwards the collected
materials can be verified.

In the second list, components are divided into own categories where walls, roof, sills,
floor, balustrade and decorations are in own pages. This version is preferably when the
components are already divided into own cages in production, category by category. In this
version, initial crossed outs are not done so that manual work will not increase. It would be
collecting operators’ responsibility to verify what materials belong to their responsibility
and what materials to assemblers’ responsibility. Example of this list is presented in figure
24.
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Figure 24. List version 2. Part of D Wall list. All components for one category are added
and operators check if they need to collect the component. Marking is done with a cross as
in the list version 1.

Components of one metro elevator car are inspected in the collecting phase using the two
lists that are described above. Few observations are noted: firstly, regarding four different
parts, some extra components have been manufactured. Secondly, regarding one part, four
pieces too less has been manufactured. Thirdly, in order to efficiently inspect the parts,
some sort of material marking should be attached. Mostly, these markings are in sight but
there are parts that did not have the markings. Therefore, the parts have to be confirmed
from the manufacturing drawings, which is always slower than reading the name of the
part and its component code. Markings that are currently in use are presented in figure 25.
To make sure that the sticker brings more value, category should also be added. For
instance, roof, floor or wall because collecting operators’ do not necessarily know what
part is precisely. Some markings are also unclear and any material description is not added.
Example of this is shown in figure 25 on the right. The usage of that kind of marking
makes collecting operators’ job difficult.
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Figure 25. Material markings. Material code and description have been attached into the
sticker. On the right unclear marking without the material description. That one should not
be used.

Good side of the list 1 is that all the materials are included into one excel sheet. By
crossing the material after the inspection, the component code can be found easily. In the
list 2, components are divided into own categories and located in different excel sheets.
This is found a disadvantage because the collecting operators’ do not recognize all the
materials. Therefore, the same category materials should be in one cage so that the
collecting operators know which excel sheet should be used. However, this is not the
situation at the moment.

Although the list 2 does not work well for collecting operators, it is seen a proper tool for
assemblers because they assemble one category at a time. When they assemble i.e. D Wall,
they select the D Wall excel sheet where they see exactly what materials should be
included into the D Wall. Beside the assembly work, they can cross the materials when
they attach the material into the sub-assembly. If there are materials that should deliver in
separate, they do not cross the material in the assembly phase. Finally in the packing phase,
the uncrossed materials have to be found from the package. As a conclusion, the list 1 is
preferred in the collecting phase and the list 2 in the assembling phase. This experiment is
done in the case study 2.

Some improvements to the lists are done before the case study 2. Grey color points out a
sub-assembly, i.e. D Wall, decoration assembly, roof, floor or balustrade and so on. Orange
means that woodwork manufacturing for the material is needed. Blue color means that
some sort of extra- or re-processing for the material is needed. Green color points out that
the material or the whole sub-assembly is purchased. Example of the list is presented in
figure 26.
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Figure 26. Colors make the list user-friendlier. Grey color points out a sub-assembly,
orange means that woodwork manufacturing for the material is needed, blue color means
that some sort of extra- or re-processing for the material is needed and green color points
out that the material or the whole sub-assembly is purchased.

4.8.2 Case Study 2
A new case study is executed to confirm the conclusions that are done after the case study
1. The list for collecting operators works well for the components that are manufactured at
the NCD. However, there are same kinds of challenges that are also found in case study 1.
Some materials have not any marking which slows the collecting phase. In addition, the
amount of some components is too high which is one category of waste as discussed in the
chapter 2.

Figure 27 shows how the large sheets are added into the cage. These sheets do not have
any marking, they are large size and thus difficult to inspect. Possible damages may also
cause due to the extra handling. In addition to these challenges, the sheets are added into
the cage manually by the punching machine user. The inspection should be done at that
phase to minimize the extra handling and non-value adding actions.
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Figure 27. Large sheets added into the cage. Handling is difficult and material damages
cause easily. The material inspection should be done when the sheets are added into the
cage, not in the collecting phase in order to minimize the extra handling.

Collecting operators should check only the purchased components so that the inspection is
done by several employees in different phases. This prevents creating one clear bottle neck
in production which would be an issue if the collecting operators check the all components.

The basis of lean thinking is reducing waste and non-value adding phases. Material
inspection does not add any value but increases handling so it should stay as low level as
possible. Extra handling may also cause damages to the materials. However, organizing it
currently is necessary so that material missing category can be tackled. In order to reduce
the time and resources needed for material inspection, the long term goal should be
manufacturing management development.

Information and layout of the list 2 is checked in practice in the assembling phase. When
the component is attached to the elevator car, it is crossed out from the list. In the packing
phase the components that need to be found from the package can be seen. In practice, list
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2 works partially. Main components can be found from the list and they are also easy to
cross out. However, list consists of too many unnecessary parts such as tape, sealing and
bolts which make it difficult to understand. These unnecessary parts can be deleted but it
has to be done manually at the moment.

Based on the experiences from the case studies, an initial packing list is done for the case
study 2 elevator cars. One elevator car of the delivery consists of around 250 parts. It is
impractical to use such a list because too much data is included. In the beginning of sorting
this list, analyzing is done concerning which components form the sub-assemblies, which
components are delivered in separate without fixing them in the car and which components
are sometimes fixed and sometimes delivered non-fixed.

Sub-assemblies and non-fixed parts have to be found from the packing list. One big
problem is found when creating the packing list. Assemblers can choose whether to fix the
component in the elevator car or not. The packing list creator cannot know what the
assemblers will do for one precise component. Therefore, common instructions have to be
done so that all assemblers work in a same way. The instruction should say for instance
that fan, skirting or decoration has to be fixed in the car. Then packing list creation would
become much simpler and it would not consist of parts that not belong there. Initial
packing list for case study 2 elevator cars is presented in figure 28.
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Figure 28. Initial packing list example for the case study 2 elevator cars. Instead of 250
components, the list consists of only 22 different parts which are also easy to check. When
the material is packed, a cross is added in a correct row. Grey color points out subassembly or standard part and white color that the material belongs to the above subassembly but it is delivered non-fixed.

Currently, some components have been manufactured too many, some too less. The
number of components should be exactly as much as needed in order to create the visual
control. When the cage, where the materials are added from the punching and bending
machines is empty, it is likely that all materials are packed. Now, at the end of the packing
phase, there are still some materials in cages due to the over-production.

4.9

Control Phase

Packing list implementation is done in a case study which proofs that possible list that
shows only the needed components is possible to create. However, the packing list
development should continue so that the list can be created for all projects and in industrial
scale without increasing manual work. Creating a uniform packing list is found to be
complicated because assemblers can decide how they pack the materials. Furthermore, the
case company’s PDM (Product Data Management) system where the components of the
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elevator cars can be seen is not structured in a same way between the projects. This makes
it difficult to create unambiguous packing list.

The improvements during this development project are done in small scale regarding only
few elevator projects. Analysis of the improvements and reverse effects are done based on
the experience of the case studies. Hence, Six Sigma control phase cannot be fully
executed because the developments are not implemented in industrial scale. Moreover,
improvements are not fully complete to use them in practice. Some minor system changes
and tools need to be established so that the wanted improvements can be implemented and
controlled.
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5

PROJECT BENEFITS

This project generates the case company an analysis what is needed to take in account
when improving the quality of special elevator cars. Tackling the material missing
feedbacks is just one part of the project. It also reveals other issues in the production phase
which are somehow related to the material missing feedbacks but not directly reduce them.

5.1

Continuous Improvement

After development projects the improvements need to be maintained by controlling the
daily work so that the project does not fade away over time. Additional data will also come
in sight after the projects which make it possible to improve the process even further.
Processes can always be developed which means that continuous improvement has to be
kept in mind.

Material shortages and excesses in the special elevator car production are common but any
kind of statistic or root cause analysis is not performed when this happens. If assembler
notices that some component is not manufactured, she/he informs the collecting operator or
quality engineer who begins to solve the issue. After manufacturing, the component is
brought to the assembling area but the information about what happened stays only on the
factory floor level. Therefore, the management level does not even know if these kinds of
failures occur. Finally, because any kind of statistics or root cause analysis is not
performed, the detected problems are repeated car after car. These failures cause reprogramming, re-manufacturing and confusion which all are considered non-value adding
actions. Creating and implementing corrective actions for each problem will reduce the
material missing feedbacks in the future. However, the case company needs to take an
active role to ensure that this also happens.

Six Sigma utilizes tools that are based on the statistical information instead of intuition.
Therefore, different metrics should be created in order to future follow the possible
development easier. Material shortages and over-production are daily situations in the
special elevator car production. First Time Yield (FTY) would be a proper metrics to
evaluate how the different manufacturing phases such as programming, punching and
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bending manage their responsibility. Then standard deviation curves that are described in
the second chapter can be created.

Proper material markings should be in all materials that are manufactured at the NCD.
However, based on the case studies, these markings are not often attached in the punching
phase by the machine. This makes the material inspection difficult and slow. Additionally,
some components are so small that marking cannot be attached. However, two punching
machines are used for markings: the other uses a sticker and the other one ink. Sticker can
be attached if the size of the component is at least 40x200 mm but ink is possible to add
even to small components. Therefore, small parts should be manufactured with that
punching machine. Even though the whole component code does not fit on the surface of
the small component, the most valuable part of the code would still help the inspection.
Finally, material markings should be more specifically monitored than at the moment.

Although the scope of the project is in the production phase, other improvement areas from
different supply phases are also found. Sample process takes too much time which is noted
by interviewing Supply Managers. In terms of S-Plan (figure 6), the sample process settles
in the clarification and engineering phases.

In order to efficiently use packing lists, the structure of special elevator cars should be
uniform in the company’s PDM system. Now, because the structure is dependent on the
project, uniform packing lists cannot be made. If these lists are needed, manual work
increases but still the lists are difficult to understand. If this problem is wanted to get
solved, engineering phase has an important role in this because the design software
determines the structure in the PDM system at the moment. Furthermore, assemblers
decide which components are fixed and which are not in the elevator car. Similar packing
style between projects is necessary if packing list are wanted to use.
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6

DISCUSSION

Key results and their applicability are discussed in this chapter. This development project
brings out additional information about the special elevator car production. This
information is sometimes out of scope in terms of this study. Further studies suggest
possible topics that can be studied to develop the process further.

Components that are manufactured at NCD but not supplied for one reason or another can
be seen in the feedback data as a material missing category. Some sub-assemblies such as
roof and floor are often purchased but not always. Balustrade is always purchased subassembly but some feedbacks have still been received regarding the balustrades but also
floors and roofs. Although the NCD is ultimately responsible for delivering the right
materials, the sub-assembly suppliers should also carry their responsibility and be sure that
all the needed materials have been supplied. Therefore, the case company should maintain
the feedback list more precisely and make a complaint to the sub-assembly supplier if the
feedback is not NCD’s responsibility.

Two case studies are executed during the development project which may show the big
picture but does not automatically mean that the observed problems occur that often. In
order to get more accurate observations, more case studies need to be done so that the
problems can really be confirmed. It is not sure that permanent suppliers supply the subassemblies always in a same way. For instance, in the case study 2, fan is one part of the
roof but it was delivered separately. Now, if the material is not fixed in the sub-assembly,
the material has to be found from the packing list. Therefore, continuous observations need
to be made to confirm the real problems. Additionally, the case company has not given
recommendations to the sub-assembly supplier about the material packing. When common
rules are done, packing list is much easier to do comparing to the situation when subassembly supplier supplies the components without any consistency.

SPEB-, SPEC- and TSYSC-type elevators are removed from special elevator car line to
standard assembly line which means that they are considered as light special cars when the
feedback analysis is executed the next time. The removed elevator types are marked as a
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red oval in the figure 29. This means that only SPEC2, SCENIC, MGN1 and MGN2
elevators are considered as special cars. Marine cars did not receive any material missing
or damaged feedback during the measurement period and SCENIC cars summed five in
total. Therefore, reducing SPEC2 feedbacks would reduce special car feedbacks the most.

Material Missing and Damaged

Material Damaged
Material Missing

SPEC2

SPEB

SPEC

TSYSC

SCENIC MGN2

MGN1

Figure 29. SPEC2 elevator type has the biggest potential for development while SPEB,
SPEC and TSYSC are removed to standard assembly line. *Due to reasons of
confidentiality the numbers are not shown in figure. Relative shares can be estimated using
grid lines.

6.1

Key Results

This study points out that Six Sigma approach works well in this kind of development
project. Six Sigma tools can be utilized although many processes are not in the statistics.
Soft tools such as cause and effect diagram and root cause analysis are preferred when
relevant data is not available. Measurement of the development may be difficult and longlasting if there is not enough proper data available in the beginning of the development
project. When the best possible output is wanted from the Six Sigma project, the
development should be extended to suppliers also in order to make sure that same kinds of
development activities are done in the whole supply chain.
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This research focuses on the VMCD special elevator cars. SPEC2 elevator car type
received 27 material feedbacks in the measurement period. Only four feedbacks, which
equate 15 % of all material missing feedbacks, have been pointed to VMCD cars and the
rest of the feedbacks to MCD cars. Main reason for that is volume difference. However,
MCD cars will not be provided in the future so the success of this development project can
be evaluated in a few years when VMCD cars have a bigger volume.

Although the success of the study cannot be yet evaluated, some observations are done
concerning the production. Assembling phase is not very productive because material
shortages happen earlier in different production phases. Assembling cannot be finalized if
some components have not been manufactured. In addition to this, production is
interrupted when non-manufactured components need to be manufactured in rush in order
to finalize the assembling phase. Furthermore, over-production is as common problem as
material shortages which firstly lengthen the lead time and secondly makes the assemblers’
job difficult. It is confusing when the assembling of the elevator car is done but still some
materials are left.

Initial packing list is done so that assemblers have some kind of document to support the
packing phase. The packing list is done manually for one case which also verifies which
components should be included in the list. However, more case studies have to be done in
order to receive more feedback from the assemblers and collecting operators. If the list was
wanted to use in all VMCD deliveries, the collaboration between engineering and
production should be more thorough.

Engineering phase is closely tightened with manufacturing phase. Decisions that are made
in the engineering phase can be seen in the manufacturing phase easily although the
possible effects of the decisions would be difficult to see in the engineering phase. Some
challenges regarding the packing list information should have been solved already in the
new product release phase because the changes are easier to execute in engineering phase
than in the manufacturing phase. Many of these challenges are system related issues which
are difficult to change afterwards.
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Six different development suggestions are attached in decision making matrix which is
presented in figure 30. The matrix helps selecting the most important areas where to set the
focus. Horizontal axis shows the possible impact on the problem if the development
suggestion is implemented in practice in industrial scale. Vertical axis shows the effort that
is needed if the suggestion is wanted to get implemented. Therefore, the suggestions that
are as low and right as possible, the more preferred it is to implement. Based on the above
mentioned arguments, picking list implementation for supporting collecting operators,
reducing over- and underproduction as well as material markings requirements are seen the
most important areas.

Figure 30. Decision making matrix. Picking list, reducing over- and underproduction and
material markings are seen the most important development areas.
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When these developments are implemented, the feedback follow-up should be executed. If
the feedback reduction reaches the set goal, the project can be closed. If the reduction was
not as much as wanted, further studies should be viewed so that the goal can be reached.

6.2

Applicability of Results

This study focuses on the production phase of the case company which reduces the
applicability of the results. Production challenges in one company are often different than
in another company. Therefore, Six Sigma projects are individual. Following one path will
work in one case but it may not work in another situation.

However, DMAIC principle can be followed in many situations and it is mainly utilized in
manufacturing environment. Tools and techniques that are used in this study may not work
in other situations so the possible tools need to be evaluated case by case. If proper data
was available, it would be relevant to use the tools that can utilize statistical information
instead of soft tools that are based on intuition.

This study points out also that different parties should be involved in the Six Sigma
project. When creating packing list information, the sub-assembly suppliers should follow
the same principles that are followed in the case company. If this is not done, the possible
output of the project would stay only in fair level. Furthermore, involvement of different
employees from different responsible areas inside the company is also important because
many problems are multifunctional. Correcting one action may have a reverse effect
somewhere else.

6.3

Validity, Reliability, Objectivity and Sensitivity

Production quality analysis using Six Sigma DMAIC approach is performed in this study.
The sources of possible feedbacks are investigated in several ways while statistical
information is utilized, Supply Managers interviewed and the production observed in
different phases. The reliability of the study improves because the same kinds of results are
found regardless the point of view.

Before the study the case company had already built some kind of opinion regarding the
possible sources of feedbacks. It was evident in the early phase that material missing
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feedbacks play the biggest role. However, the reason why this happened was unclear. In
this study the case company gave own opinion of the current problem which is important.
However, it should not be fully trusted because it can blur the analysis when easy answers
are already available. Production observation made it possible to get accurate information
about the current situation which was noted to support the foreknowledge.

The measurement period of the feedbacks is one year which is seen to be long enough to
get the accurate information. Furthermore, ten different Supply Managers are interviewed
which prevents that one or two opinions do not get too much value. However, only two
case studies are executed in a short time so the observation period should be extended to
proof that the detected problems actually happen that often.

6.4

Further Studies

As stated earlier, continuous improvement plays a key role after the development projects.
Based on the results of this study, several topics should be considered for further studies:
1. Bar code analysis and implementation for special elevator cars
2. Creation of uniform special elevator car structure in PDM system
3. Creation of uniform packing procedure with suppliers
4. DFMA analysis.

Bar codes are used for standard elevator cars to confirm in the packing phase that all the
needed materials are packed. Implementation for special elevator cars should be analyzed.
This study touch on the topic but deep analysis is not performed because changes in the
ERP system would be needed.
Special elevator cars are not structured similarly in the company’s PDM system. Now,
similar packing lists cannot be implemented without manual work. Design software
determines the structure in the PDM system so they communicate with each other. Possible
topic would be related to the interface of the PDM system and the design software so that
uniform packing lists can be created.

Uniform packing procedure and packing list information go hand in hand. Only the
materials that are delivered separately should be in the final packing list. However,
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assemblers can decide which materials are attached to each other and which materials not
so common packing guide regarding this is not available. Furthermore, deliveries from the
suppliers have same kind of issues so the packing procedure analysis should be extended to
subcontractors also.

DFMA (Design for Manufacture and Assembly) analysis should be performed in order to
reduce the time needed in the assembling phase. Assemblers are actively correcting the
errors of the design phase on the shop floor. However, the information about challenges in
the assembling phase is not gathered and the information is not exchanged between
assemblers and designers. Designers could develop themselves when they receive feedback
from the production. Furthermore, design errors would not be repeated if information was
exchanged. Currently there is not data available, how often the assemblers have to make
some corrections. However, production and packing observation proofed that it is not rare
to happen.
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7

CONCLUSION

The goal of the research is to develop actions that reduce the material missing and
damaged category feedbacks by 50 %. Six Sigma DMAIC process and lean principles are
followed during the project. Possible actions are implemented in practice in small scale but
industrial scale implementation is not executed. Creating an initial picking list, tackling
over- and underproduction and improving material markings are presented to decrease the
number of feedbacks sufficiently to reach the goal. However, the feedback analysis that
can be done in few years will show the actual results.

Six Sigma approach can be well utilized in the production quality analysis of special
elevator cars. The best possible output can be reached when external suppliers are included
in the development project. However, many special elevator car component suppliers are
used only once for one precise elevator project. Therefore all external suppliers cannot be
included. However, some constant suppliers can be included in order to confirm the
sufficient output.

Six Sigma tools utilize statistical information which means that relevant data has to be
available. That is not always possible which reduces the ability to use of some tools.
Furthermore, selecting the appropriate tool for each situation is challenging because the
number of tools is great. In addition, many tools work only in specific environment and
problems which means that Six Sigma professionals have to have experience of selecting
the proper tool for each situation.

Calculation and simulation of a specific manufacturing phase is possible but it is often
time-consuming. If these methods are not used, the decision maker should have experience
and knowledge from the current problems so that the best possible tool can be selected.
However, when problem solving process is steered by following lean principles, such as
waste and non-value adding action reduction the problems could also be solved without
using heavy statistical tools.
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An unambiguous definition for Six Sigma cannot be found while many authors describe it
differently. Many articles state that Six Sigma is based on the variation reduction as it
actually was close to its initiation. However, DMAIC process came later than the Six
Sigma itself and now the methodology is used in many kinds of environments, not only in
manufacturing. Currently, Six Sigma can be efficiently used to improve processes
throughout the different industries from insurance and health care to finance and
manufacturing.

Specific actions need to be done in all DMAIC phases which help guiding the project
forward through different phases. This ensures that shortcuts cannot be taken and each
phase has to be finalized properly.
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APPENDIX I
Project Charter

APPENDIX II
Interview Questionnaire for Supply Managers

1) What does MP expect of NCD regarding the mock-up inspection?
2) What does the customer want from the inspection?
3) How is the internal inspection organized at the moment? Is it carried out 2 weeks
earlier than customer inspection as normative says?
4) How the internal inspections should be performed?
5) Is there something else that can be done 2 weeks earlier than internal inspection so
that problems will not occur during the customer inspection?
6) What MP could do to improve the mock-up process?
7) What kind of challenges have had after the inspection in the production of serial
cars? Has the benefit of mock-up inspection been shifted in the serial car
production?
8) Communication between MP and NCD. Challenges?
9) What has gone wrong in previous projects? What should have done to prevent
these?
10) Good sides?
11) Does MP give norms how to pack the material? What kind of package should be
sent? Many small packages or one large?

Other comments:

APPENDIX III
Fishbone Diagram for Material Missing Feedbacks

